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Opening Comment 
  Domestic market came in higher on Friday to 1,613 u nits, enjoying weekly gains of 5.6%, on the 
back of Piraeus Bank’s proposal  to acquire State’s stakes in ATEbankd and Hellenic  Postbank for 
EUR701m in total. Average turnover was signif icantly enhanced shaping at EUR108m, some 39% 
above last week’s average (five weeks high). FTSE20  rose by 8.2% with banking sector 
outperforming, ascending by 14.0% on a weekly basis  (Hellenic Postbank was sector’s 
outperformer soaring by 26.7%, followed by EFG Euro bank 16.3% and Piraeus Bank 16.1%).  
Piraeus’ offer and the possibility of a triple merg er has signalled  the commencement of sector’s 
consolidation, toning up volumes, restoring ATHEX’s  lost interest, and bringing back speculation 
about what other  major players’ next steps could be. On the other h and and given last week’s rally 
(especially in banks), some profit taking should no t be ruled out. The sustainability of the volumes 
at satisfactory levels is what we are looking for. Banks should be in the spotlight. 
 

 

 

Macroeconomic News & Comments 
 

Greek Economy             
The Facts: Reportedly (euro2day), in its interim report on the Greek economy, the IMF appeared satisfied regarding the sharp reduction in the budget deficit 
and the fast execution of the reforms (labour relationships, pension reforms) but highlighted that the risks regarding to the program’s successful 
implementation still remain.    

Our Analysis:  Among the risks the following were (reportedly) highlighted: 1) the reaction of the economy to the austerity measures, 2) the social reaction, 
3) the high level of inflation, 4) risks relating to the high expenses of the pension funds and the public health system, 5) urgent need for a new development 
plan and the liberalisation of “protected” occupations, 6) restructuring of problematic State controlled enterprises (these should be privatised or shut-down). 
Overall, the initial evolution of the program seems to be on track.    

Konstantinos Manolopoulos kmanolopoulos@ibg.gr +30 210 81 73 388 

 
Corporate News & Comments 

 
Greek Banks  
The Facts: Reportedly (euro2day.gr), the CEO of ATEbank Mr. Pandalakis suggested during the meeting with the Min. Fin Mr. Papakonstantinou, a four-
way merger between Hellenic Postbank, ATEbank, Attica Bank and the Deposit and Loan Fund. In other press reports (sofokleousin.gr), according to 
various sources, Hellenic Postbank had entered into discussions with the management of Millenium Bank for the latter’s acquisition, while according to daily 
To Vima, NBG may team up with a domestic or international partner following rival Piraeus Bank’s offer. Moreover same sources mention, that the 
Chairman of NBG Mr. Rapanos, has indicated that the bank could be interested in Alpha Bank or EFG Eurobank.  
Our Analysis: Following his meeting with the CEO of ATEbank, the Greek Min. Fin, Mr. George Papakonstantinou, also met with the governor of the BoG 
on Friday, 16 July, and discussed the issues relating to the ‘stress tests’ of the bank, the result of which will be announced on 23 July 2010, and the 
procedure to be followed after Piraeus Bank’s proposal to acquire government stakes in ATEbank and Hellenic Postbank. The government announced that 
it was reviewing the offer within the framework of the required procedures and within the context of the overall public interest, while it is also considering the 
financial viability of the specific banks, the banking system as a whole and the Greek economy.   
Conclusion & Action: Accordingly, the government appears to be considering the commencement of a formal privitisation process, however, it remains to 
be seen if the government is willing to sell its full stake in ATEBank and Hellenic Postbank of 77% and 33%, respectively, and to sell them combined.   
Louis Nikolopoulos inikolopoulos@ibg.gr  +30 210 81 73 377 
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Greek Banks – BoGs’ Governor Interview       
The Facts: In an interview with daily newspaper Imerisia, BoG’s governor Mr. Provopoulos implied amongst other that the six Greek banks included in the 
EU stress test will pass (he said that “my felling is that everything will go smoothly”). In addition with regards to September stress test where there will be 
slightly different assumptions adopted (criteria set from the IMF and BoG), he also noted that he sees no negative developments. Mr. Provopoulos added 
that the banks will “need to combine their forces in a friendly manner” so as to tackle, from a more advantageous position, the forthcoming macroeconomic 
developments and hence to maximise synergies.       

Our Analysis:  As far as the stress tests are concerned, we believe that of equal or if not of higher importance compared to the actual outcome, will be the 
detailed disclosure of the criteria and assumptions adopted. In any case, the disclosure of the stress tests should prove as a catalyst to developments in the 
sector.    

Louis Nikolopoulos inikolopoulos@ibg.gr  +30 210 81 73 377 

 
 
PPC <DEHr.AT / PPC GA>               Utilities Hold

The Facts: According to the data issued by the Hellenic Transmission System Operator (HTSO), net electricity demand 
in the interconnected system (c.90% of total domestic demand) declined by 2.1% in June 2010 compared to the same 
period last year settling at 4.47m MWh.  

Our Analysis: Demand from high voltage (HV) industrial customers increased by 2.7%, while excluding the HV 
customers net electricity demand dropped by 3.4%. In terms of generation mix in June 2010, hydro advanced by 2.7% 
and imports rose by 3.5%, while natural gas slipped by 4.7%, lignite declined by 5.7% and renewables fell by 9.3%. 

During the January-June period net electricity demand retreated by 1.7%, while in terms of generation, hydro, gas, and renewables were up 54.9%, 15.0% 
and 12.8% respectively,  whereas oil and lignite contribution was down by 93.4% and 13.0% respectively. 

Conclusion & Action:  The decline in demand so far is in line with our estimate for 2010 (-2%) but given the bleak outlook for the Greek economy we might 
revise it downwards a bit driven by the high tariff commercial segment, implying also a worse sales mix. On a positive note, the favourable generation mix 
due to the strong hydro generation and the low enough energy prices continue to support PPC’s profitability in 1H10. However, the higher expected pool 
prices after July 1st due to changes in the SMP calculation could add some pressures on the cost front during 2H:10.  
Vassilis Roumantzis vroumantzis@ibg.gr +30 210 81 73 394 

Price  € 12.35 
Market Cap. € 2,865m 
P/E (10e)  4.5 
P/E (11e)  5.3 
EV/EBITDA (10e)  4.7 
EV/EBITDA (11e)  5.2 

 
 
 
 
 

Upcoming Events 
1H:10 FINANCIAL RESULTS : 28/07/10: Hellenic Exchanges (EXCr.AT), 29/07/10: Coca Cola Hellenic (HLBr.AT), 30/07/10: Emporiki Bank (CBGr.AT), 03/08/10: Frigoglass 
(FRIr.AT), 04/08/10: Mytilineos (MYTr.AT), Metka (MTKr.AT), 05/08/10: OTE (OTEr.AT), 24/08/10: Fourlis (FRLr.AT), 26/08/10: EFG Eurobank Ergasias (EFGr.AT), ATEbank 
(AGBr.AT), Titan Cement (TTNr.AT), OPAP (OPAr.AT), Hellenic Petroleum (HEPr.AT), 27/08/10: National Bank of Greece (NBGr.AT), Piraeus Bank (BOPr.AT), 30/08/10:  
Sarantis (SRSr.AT), GEK TERNA (HRMr.AT), Terna Energy (TENr.AT), Geniki Bank (GHBr.AT), 31/08/10: Alpha Bank (ACBr.AT)  
EGM: 23/07/10: OTE (OTEr.AT), Bank of Cyprus (BOCr.AT) 

EX-DIVIDEND: 19/07/10: Alapis EUR 0,048 (ALAr.AT), 13/08/10: Michaniki EUR 0,0219 (MICr.AT) 
EX-RIGHTS OF PAYMENT OF THE SHARE CAPITAL RETURN : 22/09/10: Hellenic Exchanges EUR 0.13/share (EXCr.AT) 
MACROS: 29/07/10: ELSTAT to release June's PPI 

 



 

  
 

 

 
 

Recommendation system 
The ESN Recommendation System is Absolute . It means that each stock is rated on the basis of a total return , measured by the upside potential 

(including dividends and capital reimbursement) over a 12 month time horizon . 

The ESN spectrum of recommendations (or ratings) for each stock comprises 5 categories: Buy, Accumulate (or Add), Hold, Reduce and Sell (in  short: 

B, A, H, R, S) .  

Furthermore, in specific cases and for a limited period of time, the analysts are allowed to rate the stocks as Rating Suspended (RS)  or Not Rated (NR) , 

as explained below. 
 
Meaning of each recommendation or rating: 

• Buy : the stock is expected to generate total return of over 20%  during the next 12 months time horizon 

• Accumulate:  the stock is expected to generate total return of 10% to 20%  during the next 12 months time horizon 

• Hold : the stock is expected to generate total return of 0% to 10%  during the next 12 months time horizon. 

• Reduce : the stock is expected to generate total return of 0% to -10%  during the next 12 months time horizon 

• Sell : the stock is expected to generate total return under -10%  during the next 12 months time horizon 

• Rating Suspended : the rating is suspended due to a capital operation (take-over bid, SPO, …) where the issuer of the document (a partner of ESN) 
or a related party of the issuer is or could be involved or to a change of analyst covering the stock 

• Not Rated: there is no rating for a company being f loated (IPO) by the issuer of the document (a partn er of ESN) or a related party of the 
issuer  

History of ESN Recommendation System 

Since 18 October 2004 , the Members of ESN are using an Absolute Recommendation System (before was a Relative Rec. System) to rate any single 
stock under coverage. 

Since 4 August 2008 , the ESN Rec. System has been amended as follow. 

• Time horizon changed to 12 months (it was 6 months) 

• Recommendations Total Return Range changed as below: 
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MARFIN ANALYSIS – INVESTMENT BANK OF GREECE,  32 Aegialias str., 151 25, Maroussi, Greece, Tel: +30-210-81.73.000, Fax: +30-210-68.96.322,   
E-mail: Research@ibg.gr    

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Investment Bank of Greece, which is regulated by the Bank of Greece (License No: 
52/2/17.12.99) and by the Hellenic Capital Market Commission. Investment Bank of Greece has not entered any agreement with the subject companies for 
the execution of this analysis.  

This report is for informative purposes only. Under no circumstances is it to be used or considered as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer to buy, any 
security. While the information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not represent that it is accurate or complete 
and it should not be relied upon as such. In producing its research reports, members of Investment Bank of Greece research department may have received 
assistance from the subject company(ies) referred to in this report. Any such assistance may have included access to sites of the issuers, visits to certain 
operations of the subject company(ies), meetings with management, employees or other parties associated with the subject company(ies) and the handing 
by them of historical data regarding the subject company(ies) (financial statements and other financial data), as well as of all publicly available information 
regarding strategy and financial targets. Investment Bank of Greece research personnel are prohibited from accepting payment or reimbursement of travel 
expenses from site visits to subject companies. It should be presumed that the author(s) of this report, in most cases, has had discussions with the subject 
company(ies) to ensure factual accuracy prior to publication. All opinions, projections and estimates constitute the judgment of the author as of the date of 
the report and are given in good faith, but are subject to change without notice. Prices and availability of financial instruments also are subject to change 
without notice. Investment Bank of Greece or one of its affiliates or persons connected with it may from time to time buy and sell securities referred herein. 
Although Investment Bank of Greece does not set a predetermined frequency for publication, if this is a fundamental research report, it is the intention of 
Investment Bank of Greece to provide research coverage of the subject company(ies), including in response to news affecting this issuer, subject to 
applicable quiet periods and capacity constraints. Investment Bank of Greece may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, or 
solicit investment banking or other business from, any company mentioned in this report. Investment Bank of Greece does and seeks to do business with 
companies covered in their research reports. Thus, investors should be aware that the firms may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of 
this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. Securities referred to in this research report are 
subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. This report is intended for professional investors only and it is not to 
be reproduced or copied or reprinted or transmitted for any purpose without permission. We certify that this report has been published in accordance with 
our conflict management policy and guidelines. According to Investment Bank of Greece policies, the Analysis Department of Investment Bank of Greece is 
bound by confidentiality, with the exception of data allowed to be published in accordance with the applicable laws. Investment Bank of Greece relies on 
information barriers to control the flow of information in one or more areas within Investment Bank of Greece organisation. The communication between the 
Analysis Department of Investment Bank of Greece and the other departments of the aforementioned company is restricted by Chinese Walls set between 
the different departments, so that Investment Bank of Greece can abide by the provisions regarding confidential information and market abuse.  
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Investment Bank of Greece may have provided companies mentioned in this report with financial advice in the last 12 months by virtue of an investment 
banking agreement. Investment Bank of Greece or any of its affiliates may execute additional investment banking agreements with companies mentioned in 
this report in the near future. 

Report © INVESTMENT BANK OF GREECE, 2010. All right s reserved. 

 

Analysts Certification 

For each company mentioned in this compilation report, the respective analyst who covers the company certifies that all of the views expressed in this report 
accurately reflect the analyst’s personal views about any and all of the subject issuer(s) or securities. The analysts also certify that no part of their 
compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by that research analyst in this report. 

Important Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Company  

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by INVESTMENT BANK of GREECE, which is member of the Athens Exchange S.A. and 
regulated by the Bank of Greece (License No: 52/2/17.12.99) and by the Hellenic Capital Market Commission. 
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Stock Ratings 
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clear view of the analyst’s opinions and not infer its contents from the rating alone. 

Marfin Analysis Research Rating Distribution 
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Marfin Analysis Total Coverage 41% 22% 30% 0% 7% 
% of companies in each rating category that are investment banking clients 7% 0% 0% 0% 4% 
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